Immortal Heart Box Set: Volume 1

Come get lost in the world of the Fae with
Volume One of the Immortal Heart Series.
A series of fantasy, love, and magic!
Immortal Blood: A perfect night on the
town turns out to be her worst nightmare.
A date with a handsome man is the catalyst
for events that she thought only happened
in fairy tales. Thrust into a world of danger,
Isabelle has no idea what is in store for her
as the Light and Dark Fae fight over her
future. Isabelle Moreno is a young woman
working her way through life, finding little
time for love and adventure. Until she
agrees to a date with a mysterious stranger,
only to find out the secrets this man holds
are something she could have lived her
entire life without knowing. The Dark Fae
Luck Eater has found something enticing in
Isabellas humanity. Bain is an arrogant
playboy and an Immortal Light Fae
Warrior. He and his four brothers fight for
the safety of the human race while
remaining something of myth. After weeks
of tracking the Dark Fae Luck Eater, Bain
comes across yet another victim, in
Isabelle. Bain has finally found his match
in this feisty human as she fights against
him and her ever growing attraction to the
Immortal who is bound to protect her.
Immortal Craving: Sparks still fly when a
bad boy warrior and a sexy Succubus come
together, but can the past be forgiven,
when betrayal, lies, and pain is all theyve
felt because of it? As secrets and lies
unravel around them, Kat and Kale find
that their past was never what it seemed,
and that discovering what is true will be the
most difficult battle of their lives.
Immortal Promise: The warrior who holds
them all together and a royal Fae turned
vampire fight to find home and save the
Middle World. Will it bring them together
or does fate have something altogether
different in mind?Will the fight to find
home and save the Middle World bring
them together, or does fate have something
altogether different in mind?
And
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Immortal Luck (An Immortal Blood
prequel) Its been 100 years since his last
feeding and Zanders need for luck is
gnawing at him. Free to roam the Human
World, he ventures to the city built on luck
and filled with humans ripe for the taking.
While luring his prey and sating his
hunger, Zander is forced to dodge the
relentless pursuit of the elite Fae Warriors,
Bain and Uriah, as they seek to stop him
from causing permanent damage to his
victims. The loss of ones luck, can have
fatal consequences. **Immortal Luck was
originally published in Stalkers: A
Collection of Thriller Stories**
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